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Abstract
We provide a simple test for the convergence of a sequence of subsets in an infinite-dimensional
space to a compact convex one. The test reduces, roughly, the convergence problem to finite dimen-
sions. Applications are portrayed demonstrating how convexification phenomena established in finite
dimensions are easily generalized to infinite dimensions.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. A lemma
In this section we state a simple lemma and a corollary. Although an extension is given
in the next section, we feel that the simple particular case of the present section is useful
enough to deserve documentation. Applications are listed in the last two sections.
Let X be a topological vector space over the reals. Denote its topological dual by X∗
and denote by z(x) the operation of z ∈ X∗ on x ∈ X. Let K be a compact subset of X.
We say that a family of functional Z ⊆ X∗ separates K if for each pair x and y in K
there exists an element z ∈ Z such that z(x) = z(y). It is easy to see that when there
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determined by a metric. Indeed, let Z0 = {z1, z2, . . .} separate K . Since K is compact we
may assume that |z(x)| 1 for all z ∈ Z0 and x ∈ K . Then the convergence induced by
the metric d(x, y)=∑i 2−i |zi(x)− zi(y)| on K is equivalent to the original convergence
on K . In particular, within K the topology is determined by converging sequences. We
assume below that K is separated by a countable family of continuous linear functionals,
and therefore we refer to convergence of sequences only. We say that a sequence of subsets
Cj in K converges to the subset C0 of K if any element x0 ∈C0 is the limit of a sequence
xj ∈ Cj , and if for a subsequence ji of indices a sequence xji ∈ Cji converges, say to x ,
then x ∈ C0. The limit C0 must then be compact. It is easy to see that if the topology on
K is generated by a metric then the convergence of Cj to C0 is equivalent to C0 being
compact and Cj converging to C0 in the Hausdorff distance with respect to the metric (see
also Remark 2.2).
In what follows, for an n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of elements in X∗ we denote by σ(x)
the n-tuple (z1(x), . . . , zn(x)) in Rn, and when C ⊆X we denote σ(C)= {σ(x): x ∈ C}.
Lemma 1.1. Let K be a compact subset of X such that a denumerable family, say Z0, of
elements in X∗ separates K . Let Cj be a sequence of subsets in K . Suppose that for every
n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of elements in Z0, the sets σ(Cj ) converge in Rn to a convex set,
say Vσ . Then Cj converges to a convex compact set, say C0, which is given by
C0 =
{
x ∈K: σ(x) ∈ Vσ for all n-tuples σ in Z0
}
. (1.1)
Proof. Within K the topology is metrizable. Thus, the Blaschke selection theorem (see
Section 2) implies that a subsequence of Cj exists, say Ci , which converges to a compact
set, say C0, in K . We first verify that C0 is convex. Let x0 be in the closed convex hull
of C0. The convergence implies that σ(C0) = Vσ for any n-tuple σ . Since the set Vσ is
assumed convex and since x0 is in the convex hull of C0, it follows that σ(x0) ∈ Vσ for
any n-tuple σ . Denote σn = (z1, z2, . . . , zn). Then, for each n there exists an element xn
in C0 such that σn(xn)= σn(x0). Since Z0 is a separating sequence which determines the
topology in K it follows that xn converges to x0, and the latter is in C0. The point x0 is an
arbitrary point in the convex hull of C0, hence the convexity is verified and, clearly, C0 is
determined by (1.1). Since the procedure applies to any converging subsequence of Cj , it
follows that the set C0 determined by (1.1) is actually the limit of the original sequence.
This completes the proof. ✷
Corollary 1.2. Let K be a compact subset of X such that a denumerable family Z0 of
elements in X∗ separates K . Let Cj be a sequence of subsets in K . The sequence Cj
converges to the compact convex set C0 if and only if, for every n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of
elements in Z0, the sets σ(Cj ) converge in Rn to σ(C0).
Proof. The ‘only if’ direction is trivial. The ‘if’ direction follows from the previous
lemma. ✷
Remark 1.3. In both the lemma and its corollary the essence is to establish the convergence
to a convex set. To this end it is not enough to check the convergence of the projections
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the unit sphere in R2 by any linear functional is a convex interval; yet the unit sphere is not
convex. The same argument applies to the unit sphere in Rn+1 and n-tuples of continuous
linear functionals.
The lemma presented in this section offers a generalization of the result stated in [3,
Theorem 3.1] and refined in [4, Lemma 3.5]. These papers refer to the particular case of X
being the space of probability measures on a compact space with the weak convergence of
measures (namely, the topology generated by its pre-dual) and Z0 being a dense sequence
in the space of continuous functions. We refer to these findings in the application displayed
in Section 3.
2. An extension
The lemma in the previous section was derived under the assumption that all of the sets
are subsets of a given compact set. In this section we present an extension of the result.
The applicability of the generalization is demonstrated in the remaining sections.
Definition 2.1. A sequence of subsets Cj of X sequentially strongly inner-converges to the
compact set K if
(1) Every subsequence ji of indices has a further subsequence, say jl , and elements xjl ∈
Cjl which converge in X; and
(2) Whenever for a subsequence ji of indices a sequence xji ∈ Cji converges, say to x ,
then x ∈K .
A sequence of subsets Cj of X sequentially strongly converges to a set C0 if it strongly
inner-converges to C0 and
(3) Every element x0 ∈C0 is the limit of a sequence xj ∈ Cj .
Remark 2.2. The definition of convergence given above resembles the definition of the
Kuratowski convergence of sets (see, e.g., [9]), with, however, one difference. We demand
that from any subsequence one can deduce a converging subsubsequence. Hence the ad-
verb “strongly” is added. When all the sets are included in one compact set, the definition
coincides with the one in the previous section. When the topology is determined by a met-
ric, a sequential strong inner-convergence and convergence to a compact set are related to
the Hausdorff distance. Recall that the Hausdorff semidistance between two sets A and B ,
with respect to the metric d(·, ·), is given by
ρ(A,B)= sup
x∈A
inf
y∈B
d(x, y) (2.1)
and the Hausdorff distance is given by
h(A,B)= max(ρ(A,B),ρ(B,A)), (2.2)
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equivalent to the convergence of ρ(Cj ,K) to zero, while the sequential strong convergence
is equivalent to convergence in the Hausdorff distance. Thus, for instance, in a Banach
space with its norm topology, we could resort to sequences converging in the Hausdorff
distance.
A main step in verifying Lemma 1.1 was the Blaschke selection theorem (for the latter
see, e.g., [9]). We extend it now to subsets not necessarily included in a compact set but
which converge to a compact set, as follows.
Proposition 2.3. Let K be a compact subset of a topological vector space X such that a
denumerable family, say Z0, of elements in X∗ separates K . Let Cj be a sequence of sub-
sets in X which sequentially strongly inner-converges to K . Then a subsequence, say Ci ,
exists, which sequentially strongly converges to a compact subset, say C0, of K .
Proof. Let Z0 = {z1, z2, . . .} be the sequence in X∗ which separates K . Within K the
topology is determined by a metric. For a given m let K1,m, . . . ,Kn(m),m be a finite cover
of K by nonempty compact sets each of diameter less than or equal to m−1. Furthermore,
the partitions can be carried out such that each Kj,m is included in some Kj ′,m−1. For each
j = 1, . . . , n(m) let Aj,m be the set in X determined by
Aj,m =
m⋂
i=1
{
x ∈X: min
y∈Kj,m
zi(y)−m−1 < zi(x) < max
y∈Kj,m
zi(y)+m−1
}
. (2.3)
We proceed inductively. Each Cj of the original sequence intersects a finite number of
the neighborhoods A1,1, . . . ,An(1),1. Hence, there exist a subsequence, say Cj,1, and a
fixed subcollection Aj1,1, . . . ,Ajl(1),1, such that for each (j,1) the sets which Cj,1 has
a nonempty intersection with, are exactly the sets Aji,1. Inductively, suppose that the
sequence Cj,m is defined. Each Cj,m intersects a finite number of the neighborhoods
A1,m, . . . ,An(m),m. Hence a subsequence, say Cj,m+1 exists, and a fixed subcollection
Aj1,m+1, . . . ,Ajl(m+1),m+1, such that the sets that Cj,m+1 intersects with a nonempty in-
tersection are exactly the sets Aji,m+1. Consider the diagonal sequence Cm,m. It is a
subsequence of Cj . We claim that it strongly sequentially converges to the compact set
C0 =
∞⋂
m=1
jl(m)⋃
j=j1
Kj,m. (2.4)
It is clear that C0 is compact and nonempty. It is clear as well that a limit point of a con-
verging sequence xmi ∈ Cmi,mi must be in C0. The strong inner-convergence is inherited
from Cj . It remains to show that any x0 ∈ C0 is a limit of a sequence xm ∈ Cm,m. Being
in C0, for each m the point x0 belongs to some Kji,m. Let xm be a point in the intersection
of Cm,m and Aji ,m. We claim that the sequence xm is the desired sequence. Indeed, the
strong inner-convergence implies that any subsequence of it has a subsubsequence which
converges to a point, say x ′0, in K . The continuity of the functionals zi and the construction
of the neighborhoods imply that zi(x0)= zi(x ′0) for each i . Since Z0 separates points in K
it follows that x0 = x ′ . Since this applies to any subsequence, the proof is complete. ✷0
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ceding result; it can be verified by applying the preceding proof without resorting to the
construction of the sets Aj,m.
At this point we are ready to state and prove the extension of Lemma 1.1 to noncompact
sets which, however, strongly inner-converge to a compact one.
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a compact subset of X such that a denumerable family, say Z0,
of elements in X∗ separates K . Let Cj be a sequence of subsets in X which sequentially
strongly inner-converge to K . Suppose that for every n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of elements
in Z0 the sets σ(Cj ) in Rn converge to a convex set, say Vσ . Then Cj sequentially strongly
converges to a convex compact set, say C0, which is given by
C0 =
{
x ∈K: σ(x) ∈ Vσ for all n-tuples σ in Z0
}
. (2.5)
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 a subsequence of Cj exists, say Ci , which sequentially strongly
converges to a compact set, say C0, in K . We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 and
first verify that C0 is convex. Let x0 be in the closed convex hull of C0. The convergence
implies that σ(C0) = Vσ for any n-tuple σ . Since Vσ is assumed convex it follows that
σ(x0) ∈ Vσ for any n-tuple σ . Denote σn = (z1, z2, . . . , zn). For each n there exists an
element xn in C0 such that σn(xn) = σn(x0). Since Z0 is a separating sequence which
determines the topology in K it follows that xn converges to x0, and the latter is in C0.
In particular, C0 is convex and, clearly, C0 is determined by (1.1). Since the procedure
applies to any converging subsequence of Cj , it follows that the set C0 determined by (2.3)
is actually the limit of the original sequence. This completes the proof. ✷
Corollary 2.5. Let K be a compact subset of X such that a denumerable family Z0 of ele-
ments in X∗ separatesK . Let Cj be a sequence of subsets in X which strongly sequentially
inner-converges to K . The sequence Cj converges to the compact convex set C0 in K if
and only if for every n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of elements in Z0 the sets σ(Cj ) converge in
Rn to σ(C0).
Proof. The ‘only if’ direction is trivial. The ‘if’ direction follows from the previous
lemma. ✷
3. An application to limit occupational measures
As mentioned in the previous section, Lemma 1 is a generalization of the result dis-
played in [3, Theorem 3.1] and [4, Lemma 3.5]. It was used in these papers to establish the
existence of the limit of the set of occupational measures for certain control systems. In
this section we use the extension given in Section 2 and establish the existence of the limit
set of occupational measures in more generality. We work in an abstract framework thus
paving the way to a variety of applications; one is pointed out in the closing remark of the
section. To verify the general result we need very little structure as follows (for simplicity
we work in metric spaces, the extension to uniform spaces is straightforward).
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subset D(F) of Y into the family Φ of measurable functions φ : [0,∞)→ Y such that the
following properties hold:
(i) Continuation: when y ∈D(F) and φ(·) ∈F(y) then φ(τ) ∈D(F) for each τ > 0 and
the function ψ(·) defined by ψ(t)= φ(τ + t) is in F(φ(τ ));
(ii) Concatenation: when φ1(·) ∈ F(y) and φ2(·) ∈ F(φ(τ )) then the concatenated map-
ping ψ(·) given by ψ(t)= φ1(t) if t  τ and ψ(t)= φ2(t − τ ) if t  τ is in F(y).
Notice that we require that the trajectories be merely measurable functions; this becomes
handy in applications to control theory where trajectories are given by control functions
which may not be continuous. The results below are insensitive to changes on a set of
Lebesgue measure zero.
We say that the multiflow F satisfies the strong approximation property if
(iii) For every δ > 0 there exists T (δ) such that whenever y1 and y2 are in Y and φ(·) is in
F(y1) then there exits ψ(·) ∈F(y2) such that d(φ(t),ψ(t)) δ for t > T (δ).
The next result follows from finite-dimensional considerations; compare with [5, Propo-
sition 3.14]. Recall the notation σ(x)= (g1(x), . . . , gn(x)).
Proposition 3.1. Let F be a multiflow on the metric space Y which satisfies the strong
approximation property. Furthermore, assume that trajectories φ(·) in the range of F con-
verge uniformly to a compact subset of Y . Then for every y ∈D(F) and for every n-tuple
σ = (g1, . . . , gn) of bounded continuous functions from Y to R, the sets
VS,σ =
{
1
S
S∫
0
σ
(
φ(t)
)
dt: φ(·) ∈F(y)
}
(3.1)
converge in the Hausdorff metric on subsets of Rn to a fixed convex compact set, say Vσ .
Furthermore, the limit set Vσ is independent of the initial state y ∈D(F).
Proof. Define Vσ to be the set of all limits of sequences ai ∈ VSi,σ in Rn for a subsequence
Si →∞. The boundedness of the functions in σ implies that Vσ is bounded and compact.
Let a0 ∈ Vσ . We show that for large enough S the set VS,σ contains an element close to a0.
This would verify that VS,σ converge to Vσ as S→∞.
To this end, let ε > 0 be given. Let Y0 be the compact set guaranteed in the statement of
the proposition, and let δ > 0 be such that whenever y1 and y2 are in the δ-neighborhood
of Y0 and d(y1, y2) < δ then |σ(y1)− σ(y2)|< ε.
Consider the estimate T (δ) given by the strong approximation property, and further-
more, assume that T (δ) is large enough such that whenever φ(·) is a trajectory in F then
φ(t) is in the δ-neighborhood of Y0.
Let b be a bound on the values of the bounded functions in σ . Let Si be the sequence
such that ai ∈ VSi,σ converge to a0 and choose Si large enough such that |a0 − ai |< ε and
bT (δ)S−1 < ε.i
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∫ Si
0 σ(φ(t)) dt . We apply the strong approxi-
mation property with respect to the initial conditions φ(Si) and φ(0), and the trajectory
φ(·), together with properties (i) and (ii) in the definition of the multiflow. This generates
a continuation, say φ1(·), of φ(·) on [Si,2Si ], such that for t  Si + T (δ) both φ1(t) and
φ(t) are in a δ-neighborhood of Y0 and the difference between them is at most δ. In partic-
ular, |a0 − (1/Si)
∫ 2Si
Si
σ (φ1(t)) dt|< 2ε. Thus, the concatenation of φ(·) and φ1(·), which
is in F(y), yields a 2ε-approximation of a0 in V2Si,σ . Inductively, 2ε-approximations of
a0 can be constructed in each VkSi,σ for an integer k. When k is large enough, say when
bk−1 < ε, any continuation of the trajectory would yield a 4ε-approximations of a0 in VS,σ
for S ∈ [kSi, (k + 1)Si]. Since ε is arbitrary small, this proves that VS,σ converges to Vσ .
The strong approximation property implies that Vσ is independent of x .
To verify the convexity of Vσ let a0 and b0 be two points in Vσ . For S large enough
there are points a and b in VS,σ which approximate, respectively, a0 and b0. Let φa(·) be
the trajectory which induces the point a, and let φb(·) be the trajectory which induces the
point b. The strong approximation property implies that a continuation of φa(·) can be gen-
erated on [S,2S] such that (in view of the concatenation property) the continued trajectory
would yield a value which approximates (a0 + b0)/2. This completes the proof. ✷
We turn now to the infinite-dimensional considerations. Recall that the occupational
measure of a trajectory φ(·) defined on [0, S] is the probability measure Pφ,S on Y given
by
Pφ,S(C)= 1
S
λ
{
t: φ(t) ∈C}, (3.2)
where λ is the Lebesgue measure. We are interested in limits of the occupational measures
as S →∞. The limits are considered with respect to the weak convergence of probabil-
ity measures, see, e.g., [3]. We refer to these limits as limit occupational measures. For
continuous flows, namely when the trajectories are continuous functions and the trajec-
tory emanating from an initial condition is unique, the limit occupational measure is an
invariant measure of the flow. See [10] for the case of ordinary differential equations. The
following result generalizes the one in [3] and [4]. See references in these papers to prior
works on the applications of limit occupational measures to singularly perturbed systems.
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a multiflow on the metric space Y which satisfies the strong
approximation property. Assume further that the trajectories φ(t) of the multiflow converge
uniformly as t →∞ to a compact set Y0 in Y . Then for each y ∈D(F) the sets MS given
by
MS =
{
Pφ,S : φ(·) ∈F(x)} (3.3)
sequentially strongly converges (in particular, converges in the Hausdorff metric of the
weak convergence if the latter is metrizable) to a fixed convex and compact set, say M , of
probability measures supported on Y0. Moreover, M does not depend on the initial state
y ∈D(F).
Proof. Recall that the family of probability measures supported on a compact set is com-
pact in the weak convergence. It is also clear that the assumed uniform convergence of
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the family of probability measures supported on Y0. Consider the topological vector space
of signed measures over Y with the topology generated by continuous bounded real-valued
functions on Y . The probability measures supported on Y0 form a compact subset. Now,
the result follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 2.4. ✷
Remark 3.3. The preceding result can be applied to singularly perturbed optimal control
problems in the same manner as pointed out in [3–5]. In these references the multiflow
consists of pairs (y(t), u(t)) which are admissible pairs of a state trajectory and a con-
trol function of a control system. The extension, offered in Proposition 3.2, to multiflows
defined on noncompact sets is needed when the system is an infinite-dimensional control
system with the property that trajectories converge to a compact subset. An example is a
controlled delay functional differential equation. For instance, a proper space to analyze
the controlled equation
dx
dt
= f (x(t), x(t − 1), u(t)) (3.4)
is the space of continuous functions on the interval [−1,0]. Indeed, the dynamics of the
uncontrolled equation is infinite-dimensional, see, e.g., [6]. The infinite-dimensional space
is not compact, but bounded solutions generated by bounded control functions converge to
a compact subset of the phase space; see [6]. With the aid of the result of the present paper
the analysis offered in the cited papers, e.g., [3] and [4], is applicable.
4. An application to limit laws for random sets
Consider the following application of our observations to the convexification effect in
infinite-dimensional spaces. In what follows coC denotes the closed convex hull of the
set C, for a real number α we denote αC = {αc: c ∈ C}, and C1 + · · · + Cn = {c1 + · · ·
+ cn: ci ∈ Ci, i = 1, . . . , n}.
Lemma 4.1. Let Ci be a sequence of sets in a real topological vector space X such that
the sequence of sets
Dn = 1
n
(coC1 + · · · + coCn) (4.1)
belong to a subset of X where the topology is determined by a metric, and such that Dn
converges in the Hausdorff metric to the compact (necessarily convex) set K . Then the
sequence
1
n
(C1 + · · · +Cn) (4.2)
also converges in the Hausdorff metric to K .
Proof. The analogous result when X is finite-dimensional follows from known estimates
of nonconvexity; see [2, Lemma]. In particular, for every n-tuple σ of linear continuous
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set σ(K). Now, the claim follows from Corollary 2.5. ✷
Remark 4.2. The assumption that all the sets Cn of the preceding lemma belong to a metric
space was made since the applications arise in such a framework. It is straightforward
to establish the result for Cn sequentially strongly converging to K where the latter is
separated by a sequence of functionals in X∗, as in Lemma 2.4 and in Corollary 2.5.
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.1 generalizes the Lemma in [1] and Lemma 2 in [8], where the
result is established for compact sets Cj in a Banach space. Theorem 5.1 in [11] also
addresses a particular case of Lemma 4.1. In all these references the convexification result
is employed in establishing a strong law of large numbers for i.i.d. random sets in a Banach
space along the following paradigm. (For the framework of random sets and limit laws for
random sets consult with any of the references which mention random sets in the title.)
First, such a strong law is established for i.i.d. random compact convex sets by embedding
the sets in an appropriate Banach space and resorting to a strong law in the Banach space.
The convexification phenomenon is then used to verify that the strong law applies also to
nonconvex sets. Similar arguments were used to establish other limit laws; see [12–14].
The more general convexification phenomenon of Lemma 4.1 may broaden the scope of
this approach. It may be used also in cases where compactness of the averages is guaranteed
to hold almost surely; see [7, Lemma 3.2].
In the case where all the sets are included in a compact set, a different approach can be
adopted, utilizing Lemma 1.1. The following result seems to be new even in the framework
of convex-valued random sets.
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a real topological vector space and let K be a convex compact
subset of X which is separated by a sequence, say Z0, of functionals in X∗. Let Cj be
a sequence of independent and identically distributed random subsets of K . Then almost
surely
1
n
(C1 + · · · +Cn) (4.3)
converge as n→∞ to a convex compact subset, denotedEC1, of K . The set EC1 is called
the expectation of the random set C1; it is determined also by the relation
max
{
z(x): x ∈EC1
}=E(max{z(x): x ∈ C1}) (4.4)
for every z of the form z = α1z1 + · · · + αnzn with n an integer, αi rational numbers and
zi ∈Z0 (here E(·) denotes the expectation of the real valued random variable).
Proof. For every n-tuple σ = (z1, . . . , zn) of elements in Z0 the sets σ(Cj ) satisfy the
conditions of the strong law of large numbers for random sets in Rn; see [2]. Hence, for
each such σ the convergence
1 (
σ(C1)+ · · · + σ(Cn)
)→E(σ(C1)) (4.5)
n
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almost surely the convergence in (4.5) holds for every σ . The convergence claim fol-
lows now from Lemma 1.1. Representation (4.4) follows from (1.1) and the representation
of the finite-dimensional limit Vσ for a sequence σ = (z1, . . . , zn) in Z0. Indeed, in the
finite-dimensional case the collection of linear combinations with rational coefficient of
generators is dense in the space of all linear functionals; then the representation analogous
to (4.4) is well known; see [2]. ✷
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